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OVERVIEW
Gamingtec build and offer
high-quality platform solutions
for iGaming

Gamingtec is a B2B platform solutions
provider servicing a full-suite product
portfolio for iGaming incumbents
combined with best-in-class management
services.
Gamingtec oﬀers a secure platform and
customizable front-end design through
our B2B solutions in the form of casino
games and sports betting.

THE
GROUP

Pure B2B supplier for
the iGaming industry

Evidenced by strong
organic growth and
profitability

Catering all projects
aiming to succeed
in various markets

Modular product
suite, possible to be
delivered stand alone
to proprietary client
platforms

Modular platform
architecture allowing
partial or full
integrations

Full scalability and
reliability, with
industry leading
uptime

1. LAUNCHPAD

The fastest and most cost eﬀective
way to place our platform at the
centre of your business

PRODUCTS
LINE-UP

2. ORBIT
1

Tailored made Turnkey solution
for fully manageable brands and
industry experts
3. CASINO

Extensive games portfolio to
quickly launch your online casino
business
4. SPORTSBOOK

Complete sports betting solutions
for competitive bookmakers
5. PAYMENTS

The gateway to the best PSPs
worldwide, tailored to targeted
markets

What is GT Casino?
Complete solution to launch your online casino business
quickly and securely

We’re proud to be the gateway to the best and most popular games providers in the industry

Fully
customizable
to ﬁt your
customer’s
needs

Multiplatform
Front-end

Dedicated
Bonuses
Functionality

Turnkey and
Pure Content
partners

More than
7.000 slot
games

More than
10.000
regularly
updated games

RNG Casino and
Live Dealer
tables

Quick
integration

GT CASINO
HIGHLIGHTS

casino

INTRODUCTION

Gateway to the best games
providers in the industry
Our GT Casino comes fully equipped to launch your online casino.
The latest games, advanced bonus engines, and tournaments are
packed alongside our heavy-hitting features that are sure to impress
your new customers.

INTRODUCTION

Always New Games
New games become immediately available to our partner. The partner
can change game banners, game announcements, game order, and
priority of display for an end user, as well as disable any games at
their discretion.
Advanced Bonus Engine
Gamingtec support team either adjusts the bonus system for a
partner or can teach the partner how to do it by themselves.
Free bet, free spin — bets without money to attract new players.
Tournaments
Tempt your players to play more and hold tournaments on their own
tailored strategy! Tournaments can be fun and rewarding! And they
don’t necessarily reward those who spend the most.

CASINO
CONTENT

LIVE CASINO

SLOTS

CARD GAMES

ROULETTE

VIRTUAL
SPORTS

INTEGRATED
PRODUCTS

ADVANTAGES

Interactive Promotional Offers: Engaging live
promotional widgets with real data instead of static banners.
Players Segmentation: Automatically segmented
audiences instead of manual user division.
Churn Rate Management: Getting accurate predictions
on when a user is to churn instead of losing clients.
Personalization: Personalized oﬀers instead of one banner
for all users.
Access to dedicated games: We provide an access to
dedicated and exclusive Live Casino tables and various other games.

ADVANTAGES

Customers Retention Boost: Free bets, ComboBoosts,
cashouts, and a wide range of tools for eﬀective user acquisition and
retention.
Fast Integration.
1. Integrate our API.
2. Enable available games.
3. Setup bonuses/promotions and go live.
Easy-to-read reports. No need for analysts anymore. A partner
receives information about:
Netproﬁt.
Bonus program performance.
Turnover: in general, and for providers games, in particular.
Detailed BI & Analytics: Powerful tools for generating online
reports will allow you to see the big picture of the business, make strategic
data-driven decisions, be aware which channels work better, and manage all
advertising campaigns.

POWERFUL
BACKOFFICE

Oﬀering deep analytics experience, we provide all-levels
management with ultimate reports on casino performance.
It allows the partner to deal with fraud, follow the regulator's
limits, and set up their own limits.

Why choose Gamingtec?

The primary objective of Gamingtec is to oﬀer a cost-eﬀective and high-quality turnkey solutions by
combining the management team expertise with robust platform and high-quality products.
We offer more than software
Our platform is modular and each product is managed by a dedicated team of experts in their respective area
- CORE, Sportsbook, Casino, Payments and Aﬃliate Platform -. We can oﬀer a complete iGaming
experience where the partner can choose our full bespoke front-end or build their own, can decide between
industry leading sportsbook iframes or a fully customized GT frame on the API of choice, and choose
between having own 3rd party agreements versus GT deals. Flexibility and customization are what deﬁnes us.

Why choose Gamingtec?

Aggregation and gamification
All platform modules outside CORE are based on content aggregation from the most popular providers in the
industry. The variety in sportsbook oﬀering, casino games or payment methods is only matched by our
means to enhance the content value.
We have partners, not clients
The principle of revenue sharing sets the base for every partnership we go into. Sharing beneﬁts means
sharing risks hence a common goal to keep a top quality standard in our products and services we deliver to
our partners in all aspects of the business.

LET´S
TALK
gamingtec
Gamingtec is an international company
that oﬀers full turnkey B2B software
solutions to iGaming industry.
London, United Kingdom
www.gamingtec.com
info@gamingtec.com
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